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His presentation style melds the enthusiasm of a novice with the bridled caution
of a curmudgeon. Each chapter is appended with a bibliography for those who
need further exploration.
Often, in our academic courses, we are confronted by questions from our students
regarding topics that are off the main path of cognitive research. One can com
fortably direct any interested students to Draaisma's very readable sojourn around
these less-trodden arenas. This book was actually one that I hadjust checked out of
the university library before being asked to write a review and had it at the top of
my to-read pile. I was not disappointed in my selection and confess to thoroughly
enjoying the book. Furthermore, I discovered another cognitive phenomenon in
the process: Why do good books seem so short when we approach the end?

Alan S. Brown
Department of Psychology

Southen Methodist University

Dallas, TX 75275

E-mail: abrown@mail.smu.edu
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"As If Time Had Slipped a Cog"
The Deja Vu Experience
By Alan S. Brown. Essays in Cognitive Psychology series. New York: Psychology
Press, 2004. xii + 231 pp. Cloth, $44.95.

Roughly one in three people never experience d6ja vu. To them the description
of what deja vu feels like must seem strange, if not downright contradictory. The
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the relationship between dej"a vu and various disorders. Considering
experiences sometimes are part of the preseizure aura in temporal lo
many investigators have wondered whether deja vu could be indicative
Weighing the evidence, Brown argues against deja' vu as a reliable diag
One of the interesting findings from research on epilepsy is that with p
have deja vu experiences in their aura, the focus of their seizures a
in the right hemisphere. Brown expects that further research on de
ences elicited by electrically stimulating brain sites might indicate wh
structures are associated with the origin of d6ja vu. As for psychiatric
research failed to establish a link between d6ja vu and schizophrenia,
or dissociation. However, depersonalization, a pervasive feeling of unr
the environment, the self, or both, tends to occur more frequently
having deja vu experiences. Heymans (1904) already commented tha
intriguing relationship, considering that depersonalization and deja
sent opposite sensations: In depersonalization a familiar situation seem
whereas in deja vu a new situation feels familiar.
The next four chapters must have been the most difficult to write
line the variety of attempts to explain dejah vu. Brown has identified 3
explanations and grouped them into four basic categories: dual proce
cognitive processes that normally operate in synchrony become mo
uncoordinated or out of phase" [p. 127]), neurological ("a brief dysf
the brain involving either a small seizure or slight alteration (acceler
dation) in the normal time of neural transmission" [p. 127]), memo
dimension of the present setting is actually objectively familiar, but t
the familiarity is not explicitly recollected" [p. 127]), and double per
initial perception under distracted or degraded conditions is immediat
by a second perception under full attention" [p. 127]). Sorting expla
just these four categories may sound natural enough, but on closer
this particular grouping reflects a veritable taxonomic nightmare. E
dealt with in the dual process chapter typically involve both neuro
memory processes. Explanations discussed in the neurology chapter
brief alteration in the normal transmission process in the brain, bu
transmitted is either a perception or a memory image. More often
particular explanation has its point of departure in one of the four
and the rest of its trajectory in one or more of the adjacent domains
Brown is in no way to blame for this. The point is that any catego
explanations for deja' vu is bound to run into trouble. Consider an
potential category such as "overlap theories." Many theories assume t
perience of deja vu is caused by some type of overlap: between cere
(neurology), present perception and recollected images (memory), o
ceptions in quick succession (double perception). Each explanation cu
several intradisciplinary and interdisciplinary borders, and I think it
to devise a grouping that truly separates explanations instead of dem
that they are a severe case of overlap themselves.
Brown's final chapter is called "It's Like Dejal Vu All Over Again," a
exactly how the reader may feel at the end of the book. Most of the
tions have their origin in late-19th-century psychology or neurology, e
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that he has been reading the historical literature with an eye to the present

search. But if this has been his goal, there was no need to go back that far; in t
case a concise introductory chapter would have sufficed. I find it regrettable

Brown has gathered so much historical material and done so little with it.
if he takes the long view, he is definitely not a historian. He finds it difficu
treat psychodynamic explanations of deja vu seriously. He sorts theories of de

rather offhandedly as "scientific" and "non-scientific" theories, whereas a histo

would have seized the occasion to point out the shifts over time in what co
as a scientific theory of deja vu. Brown refrains from providing theories of
vu in a context of national or disciplinary research traditions. He orders theo
by type-such as neurological or perceptual-rather than by background, su
as French psychiatry or German neurology. This precludes an analysis of, say
rise and decline of particular research programs of deja vu or a comment on
way in which a professional background in psychiatry facilitated a patholog
interpretation of deja vu. Perhaps it is fair to say that Brown has a taste for
past rather than an eye for history.
The many headings and subheadings in this book all read rather matterfactly: "Age at First Experience," "Hemispheric Laterality and Deja Vu," "As
tion with Preseizure Aura," "Specific Triggers," "Gestalt Familiarity," "Percep
Inhibition," "Future Laboratory Research," and so on. These topics are dealt
in short, typically one-page sections. This may help the reader to quickly nav

through the confusing multitude of hypotheses, findings, and theories on deja
and I am certain that many readers will find themselves admirably served by
detailed survey. However, a less exhaustive but more distanced treatment wo
have allowed analysis and reflection. But this is indeed a matter of appreciat
Authors of monographs come in two sorts: guides and cartographers. A gu
will become familiar with the area, wander the terrain, infer what future vis
may want to see, and finally devise a tour that covers most of the highlights
landmarks, sparing the party the effort of having to repeat these laborious exp
tions. And then there are cartographers. They will survey the area, draw, meas
and register, and eventually come up with a detailed map, allowing travelers
explore the terrain for themselves without the danger of getting lost. Dr. Br
is definitely a cartographer, and a superb one at that.

Douwe Draaisma
Heymans Institute
University of Groningen

Grote Kruisstraat 2/1

9712 TS Groningen
The Netherlands

E-mail: d.draaisma@rug.nl
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